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i män och kvinnor (holly carlsen, 1972) (leo). three years after his first and only love affair, 40-something professor karl-johan has found it hard to forget the dusky, brown-eyed
brunette with the "exotic" name whom he fell in love with almost 30 years ago. it turns out that the pretty brunette is actually the daughter of a close friend of kj's father. kj quickly
marries her to avoid embarrassing the family's impeccable social position.. i violettemarket (jan troell, 1976) (taurus). in stockholm, the cosmetics industry is a prestigious one.
three women from the same family find themselves running the entire gamut of the industry from simple cosmetic counters in a city-center shopping centre to soft-core and
hardcore pornography distribution on the internet. one family member finds herself in both businesses at the same time.. i kallas tegn (lars gundersen, 1975) (aquarius). viewers
who watch agent 69 jensen i skorpionens tegn are not only enchanted by the plot and (in the words of one reviewer) “the extravagant performances of the perky bar girl, the thin
salesclerk, and the deceitful storekeeper”, but also “by an unusual sex and family plot, which can’t be found in any danish erotica before or since”. .. i upptäckt (jan troell, 1974)
(aquarius). a man’s life is literally on the line, in a provocative crisis of the mind. one minute he is performing in his 9th or 10th pair of pants, and the next minute he is taking a nice
girl out on a fine evening and they are on the way to that perfect apartment they’ve seen dozens of times in movies and magazines. ..
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